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In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January 7, 19p9
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rest coast has the fewiderstorms of any area
United States, an avr less than nye a year.
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W. Schaefer
Nixon Pay To Robert
Expresses Thanks Defecting Elector Upheld
Be Doubled To Murray.Police By Congress On Monday
To $200,000

Seen&Heard Seven Months
Old Boy Dies
AroundMurray

er. and Melvin L.
Milwaukee Road

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Robert W. Schaefer, 3111
Eagle Pass, Louisville, has writMichael Don Bailey, seven
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The the idea."
ten a letter of thanks to the
Chairman Emanuel Cater,
months old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Police Department com- Electoral College method o f
his House JudicDon Bailey of Hazel Route Two,
mending two of the patrolmen 'eking a president was created D-N.Y., said
"will start hearOne Si the small disappoint- died this morning at 8:45 at
in 1894. In 1805, there started • iary Committee
for
their
work
following
an
auWASHINGTON (UPI) — The
on several proposals
soon"
ings
ments in le is to go out and the Murray-Calloway County
that
for
reform
clamor
finally
tomobile
accident on December
House voted Monday -to_ pay
Bayh.
11114.1he car and have visioni
could eonie Ill the- 91M''for reform, Sea. Birch
12 tifIllirray.
Richard M. Nixon $200,000 a
constitutional,
his
said
Ind.,
DThe little boy was bore May
OrSaMing into a warm car with
Schaefer said in his letter grass.
subcommittee
year as president — double the
the heater eg,tull biatit, thee se, 1968 at the Murint3-01110.33
House and Senate members amendments
posted on the bulletin board in
pay of his predecessor. The Sensome time
so out and find the thing has County Hospital.
the Police Headquarters in the proclaimed loudly for change would open hearings
ate seems certain to go along.
Survivors are his parents;
begged down, and icy wind is
City HMI that his car parked Monday while voting to reject a this month.
In debate preceding voiceeseekag from the heater which grandparents, Mr. end Bris.
5th move to void an electoral vote
v-te approval of the $100,000 in iák1ng lot on South
Is running on the battery,
Ames Carrel of Hardin end
Street was hit by another car that had been committed to
one
raise,
member
said
the
preMr. and Mrs. Lomas Bailey of
Richard M.Nixon but was cast
that left the scene.
sidential pay scale was still
lltooting around in the pantry New Concord; great grandpas'
A witness got a description for George C. Wallace, the'fbird
"chicken
feed"
for
the
nation's
looking for some succulent Ud eats, Mr. and Mrs. John Alton
of the car and the driver and party candidate.
highest office. Another said the
bit yesterday and we happened of Hardin and Mrs. Nellie Car
The Senate voted 58-33, the
the two policemen at the stataction opened the federal checkon this small can of smoked sal- ml of Almo.
ion, M. Phillips and E. Stalls, House 229-169, to reject a
book to "outlandish" increases
mon (we call it salmon while
Funeral arrangements are in"knew the car and the driver
Editorial "Abolishment A
some folks call it settlimon). complete, but friends may call
(Continued on Peg* Eight)
described. The two officers con- See
mese
To get back to the Daimon, we at the Blalock-Coleman Funertacted the driver and explainopened it up and spread it ten- al Home.
ed her responsibilities and Mr. challenge raised by Sen. Edderly on ,crisp crocks's. Tasted
Schaefer was paid for the dam- mund S. Muskie, 1)-Maine, and
The executive board of the
eo good, we just got a package
age to his car in a few hours. Rep. James O'Hara, D-Mieh., Mu y'Woman's Club held its
pe crackers and the can and
Schaefer said the two patrol- stains* the vote east by Dr monthly meeting at the club
iatent out and watched the VWmen were already off duty by Lloyd W. Bailey of Rocky house Monday. Mrs. Don Kel., legs and the Cowboys have a
the -time, the matter was clear- Mount, N. C.
ler, president, conducted the
Mr. and Mn. „lames McCoy ed up and belwanted to express
ip at melt Lothee.____.
- Batley was-en elector for-Nix- business meeting.
Elkins are observing their 68th his appreciation for their fine
on, who carried North Carolina,
Mrs. Tom Brown, nuance
wedding anniversary this week. work.
Lamb chops are taboo at our
but switched to Wallace when chairman, reported that the
Mr. and Mn. Odell Hawes
The
couple
was
married
in
house. Just as soon as the pale have returned to Murray after
the time came to vote.
sale of club cookbooks a n d
Knight, Ky., on January 8,
George Bennette ... Here Wednesday
The House and Senate acted plecemats at the two banks dur_
(Continued on Page SW* Spending a month in the state of..
301. -Bro. John Stewart peron
the
challenge
as
a
prelude
Florida living in their Winneing the holidays was very sucformed the ceremony in the
to certifying the election o f cessful.
bago motor home.
hots* of Mrs. Elkins' parents,
Richard M. Nixon as president
They stayed at the Fort DeMrs. Keller announced that
the late Mary Luella and Danwith 301 electoral votes. This the mid-winter board meeting
Soto on Mullet Key while visiel Wynn.
normally is a mere formality, and conference of the Kentucky
iting in the Tamp* and St. PetMrs. Elkins who will be 85
required by law.
ersburg area. Federation of Women's Clubs
Years old in April is the formThrough the two hours of de will be held in Lexington JanDuring their travels they viser CeDella Wynn. A broken
bate in each house on the Mus- uary 27-29. Mrs. Keller will atited Mr. and Mrs. Rex Hawkins
The Kentucky Arts Commis- Wednesday, January 8th. It is hip in recent years limits her
kie-011ara challenge ran one tend this meeting and on Janwho are spending the winter
Mr.
Elkbut
she
and
activities,
thread of agreement — that a uary 28 will serve on a panel
by United Press International at Bradenton, Florida. The sion is providing Murray with a program of twentieth century ins still maintain their home
A three car collision occurrStorms continued to buffet Hawes' couple stayed at Gulf a concert of special interest on *piano music presented by the so Route 6, Paris, Tenn., whew ed Monday morning at 8:35 change in the electoral college to discuss "Strategies of Comis long overdue.
blind pianist, George Berreette.
munity Improvement".
the Northwest and Northeast to Mobile Court in Englewood
they have lived for about thir- a.m. on the ice and snow slick
"We tried to build up motiBennette received his musical
Several departments of the
day while clear skies dominated while visiting the Hawkins'.
ty years.
according to vation for reform," Muskie told
in
Murray,
streets
education at the Oberlin ConOther stops were made at
club responded to the request'
most of the Plains, the SouthElkins, better known as the report filed by the investiMr.
r.ewsmen when he was asked for assistance for the local
servatory, the Juilliard School
Venice, Sarasota, Marco, and :it
west and the Great Basin.
"Coy", will be 92 years old this gating officers of the Murray what his move achieved.
of Music, and the Royal Acade• The Northwest was htt by a Naples where they visited Noson of the Police Department. No injuries
„We won't know for a few Head Start program with a eon
the
He
is
Month.
AUBURN, Ky. (UPI) — Five my of Music in London, where late Mr. and Mrs. Monroe (Buck) were reported.
tributicro.of approximately.$450.
norm center oft Canada, spreed- ble Farris at his borne and Mr.
days what the public response This money will be used to pur
inging rain along the coast of and Mrs. Maurice Crass who young men were killed and two he studied as a Fulbright scho- Elkins. A retired farmer. he
involved
were
a
1962
Cars
Washington and Oregon. Riv- are living in s Condominium injured late Monday night lar. He made a highly success- WS handles some of his own Plymouth driven by Debra Jean has been. But I do hope lead- chase needed equipment
Mrs. Keller appointed Mrs.
when their car left U.S., 80 1% ful debut in London in 1956, chores besides. continuing his Luther of 1509 Johnson, a 1967 ers in the private sector pick up
ers in Washington and Idaho there.
Odell and Geneva Hawes vis- miles east of here and struck and this was followed by an
Harold Beaman and Mrs. John
continued to rise as rainwater
weekly trip into town on Satur- Pontiac Fairiane driven by Barrecital.
York
impressive
New
Stamps to serve on the Call...poured from slopes reoantbt ited with Illinois friends While it tree.
tley if his health and the we-a-bora Midgett Centers of Hazel
staling s week at the Holiday
The victims .were identified He has continued to concertise *r at all permits.
way County Extension Council.
_
covered with anow.
a
1988
Ford
Route
Two,
and
whiety
h•••eason, appearing
Menge Corr
'a3n .th- Everglades. as Robert East` Lee, 23, of AuThis eouncil is composed of reMitr,
Elk
ten
Foirlane
driven
by
Thomas
Lee
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elkins
had
burn, driver, of the car; and throughout the United States, children, eight of whom are 1 Walker of 1507 Cardinal.
presep‘atives of various local
from the outside world Mon- off the 'Fishmeal Trail.
ning high praise from the
In the Tampa area they stay- Frankie Smith, Marvin Pendleorganizations.
day es the south fork of the
three cars
Lelon
and
OrPolice
said
all
living.
They
are
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor and
The board voted to purchase
4Flearwater River ran two feet ed at the Royal Courts aril at ton, Charles Malone and Ter- critical press.
Olive when children, Pandy, Susan, and
Following his Town Hall re- Klee Elkins of Almo, Melvin were g3ing east on
ry Malone, all of the Auburna Kentucky state flag for the
deep over Idaho 14 and knocked Zephyr Hills they visitedslowed
to
make
Walker
the
Luther
car
Elkins
and
Mrs.
Odell
r
Mark, are visiting their par- club house.
cital in 1965, the critic of The
and Mrs. Horace Reasor.
Logan County area.
over telephone poles.
of Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Dessie a right turn on 8th Street. The
They stayed a week at the
State police at Bowling Green New York Times stated: "Tech- Lyons of Dover, Tenn., Mark Centers car was unable to stop ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy TayBoard members in attendance
In the East, a storm over
lor and Mr. arid Mrs. Verble at the meeting were Mrs. KelLake Ontario held snow from Magnolia Court while in Win- said ages of most of the vic- - (Continued On Page Eight)
Memphis, Tenn., Mrs. and slid into the Luther car, Taylor.
Elkins
of
ler, Mrs. James Garrison, first
the Great Lakes to New Eng- ter Garden. A highlight of their tims were not immediately aEstelle Stalls of Murray. and and the Walker car was also
The T. 0. Taylor's are enroute
land. Travelers warnings were trip was picking fruit at a vailable.
unable to Stop and slid into the to Southfield, Mich., to make vice, Mrs. Don Hunter, second
. W. C. Elkins of Chicago, Ill,
recordReported in "critical" condiin effect across most of the friend's grove at Punta Gardo
A son, Ashley Elkins, died rear of the Centers car, accord- their home. Mr. Taylor will be vice, Mrs. A. G. Wilson,
tion at a Bowling Green hosing secretary, Mrs. Don Tucker,
Virginias and western North and Fort Myers.
in an accident in Texas in ing to the police report.
construct.
manager
of
general
;Halves said the pital was Eugene Robinson, 25,
Mr. and Mrs
Carolina and from western New
Damage to the Luther car in and service in the commerc- corresponding secretary, Mrs.
1 1943. One other son died in intreasurer, Mrs.
York state into New England. weather was :Ntery nice and also of Auburn. Joe Logan, 18,
fancy. Many grandchildren and was on the rear part, to the ial division of the Starlite Aqua Purdom Outland,
J. L Hosick, legislative, Mrs.
diA heavy mow watch was in et- warm during their travels in also was hospitalized with inother relatives live in or a- Centers' car on the front and Tech Pools at Southfield.
Thomas Brown, finance, Mrs.
juries suffered in the wreck,
''fect this morning for Maine,
the southern state.
. round- Murray.
rear part, and to the Walker
For the past fourteen years John Gregory, publicity, Mrs.
which occurred at approximateAn Allegheny airlines propNO,,. special celebration was car on the right front fender.
the Taylors have been residing Bethel Richardson, auditor, Mrs.
ly 10:30 p.m. CST Monday.
. jet Monday night crashed in
phoned for the occasion, but
in Roswell, New Mexico.
G. B. Scott, Alpha, Mrs. Jack
light snow near Bradford, Pa
ONE CITED
MC. and Mrs. Elkins still wetAndersen, Creative Arts, Mrs.
killing 11 persons and injuring
An average of $41.04 was re- core visitors and would enjoy
J. B. Wilson, Garden, Mrs. John
17.
One person was cited by the
ported in the sale ot,Type 35, hearing froth their friends.
Stamps, Home, Mrs. Vernon
The Upper Plains states were
dark air cured tobacco, on the The.
)
, especially enjoy the daily Murray Police Department on
Schools reopened this morn
Shown, Music, Mrs. Harold Beastill digging out from under
Monday5:45
pm,
The
citafrom-Murray.
Murray
Market
on
Monday,
&
Times
County
High
man, Theta, and Mrs. Bill Thur,additional snowfall. In Apple- Mg at Calloway
cording to 011ie Batnett, reportlion was tot driving while insix. elementary 'kealk—Stalloos oi the .
man, Sigma.
ton, Minn., wind-whipped mow School, and the
C,ompaily
011
on
S.
South
12th
er
for
the
local
market.
toxicatet.
Hazel,
The Lutheran Women's Miswas blamed for a pileup of two centers, Almo, Faxon,
reported to the Murray - Sales for the day totalled
Street
sionary League of the Immanambulances. eight automobiles Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New Police Department that money 24,282 pounds
a total' volon
uel Church, Murray„ will hold
and • snow plow in which one Concord, atter being dew&
was
stolen
from
the
Coke
maof
$9,965.29.
ume
lts monthly meeting at the
man was killed. Chicago's O'- Monday, January 8.
chine.
The
totals
for
the
seasons
The schools did not open on
home of Mrs. Betty Powell, 811
Hare Airport had some of its
Stations told police at 8:30 for the three days of air cured
condition of
South 18th Street, on Thursday,
Rev. Stephen Mazak, pastor
worn days Sunday and Monday Monday due to the
Monday
a.m.
that
$50.00 or tobacco sales on the four MurA two alarm fire was answer- January 9, at seven p.m.
following the sleet
the Immanuel Lutheran
of
as servicemen and college stu- the roads
270,292
$60.00 was stolen from the ma- ray floors totalled
ed last night at 9.15 et the
Rev. Stephen Mazak, pastor, Church, is attending a conferdents clogged the terminals and mow.
'pounds for a total of money,
chine.
Simpson
Coin
Laundry on will present the topic on the ence for all the pastors in this
had
roads
time
the
By
noon
waiting for delayed or cancell$111,336.40.
North 15th Street by the Mur. purpose and activities of the district.
school was scheded flights after 5 inches of mow cleared and
Barnett said the average for
ray Fire Department.
the school
for
today
with
uled
league.
The conference was held yeshit the city.
the season was $41.19. Other
Word has been received of
Firemen said clothes over a
their usual runs.
All women of the church are terday and today at Memphis,
State police Monday set up buses making
clean up sales of this type of the death of Col. Wayne M heater was the cause of the
urged and invited to attend, ac- Tenn., for all pastors in the
_nteedblocks to prevent motorists
tobacco will be held when need- Pickets, a former resident of blaze. The booster was used to
cording to Mrs. Kathleen Sprun- district who are serving subUnited Press laterastleaal
from leaving Mason City, Iowa,
ed.
Murray, who passed away Sun. extinguish the flames. Two ger, president of the group.
sidized congregations.
because of impassable roads....
day at 10:25 a. m. at St. Peters- trucks answered the call.
Warm weather was again UmInternationsi
Press
burg,
Fla.
by United
:, Bed to southern portions of
Col. Piekels was 74 years of
Cloudy to partly cloudy today
'Florida and California, while
age. He and his late first wife,
through Wednesday with a few
clear skies extended- acrossthe former Hattie Cochran,
snow flurries mostly east toSouth, from California to the
moved to Murray after his re-- Loyd B. Arnold of Murray day. High today upper 20s to
lines.
Army.
tirement fiihr- the
been named as the Dis- upper 30s. Low tonight 14 to
Dense fog choked the central has
He was 74 years of age.
trict Deputy Grand Master of 26, Warmer Wednesday.
10th
the
for
California
velley of
The deceased rimed to -Mt,
the Prince Hall Masons of the
Deputy Sheriffs Gene Parker
jetsight day.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 354.5 and Calton Morgan investigat- Vernon, Ind., in 1963 and he
Far Western District of Kenwere
tucky. He was appointed to the up 0.2.
ed a one car accident yesterday and his present wife
Below dam 3084, up 0.1.
position by William M. Woods,
at 10:15 am. on Highway 121, spending the winter in Florida
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.5, Mayfield Road, in front of the when he became ill. He was a
Most Worshipful Grand Master,
member of the Mt. Vernon
up 0 1.
of Louisville.
Wallis farm.
Below dam 313.6, up 0.8.
The deputy sheriffs said Lodge of Elks and of the EpisThis makes the fourth Grand
_
Sunrise 7 II: ninset 4:58.
that Arnold has served
Raymond Pellegrino, 1206 West copal Church.
by United Press Interventional Master
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
!Alan rises 8:44 p.m.
is a Past Master
Main Street, was going west
Most grade prices held firm under. Arnold
Ruling Star Lodge 51 and is
when he hit ice on the road Carolyn Pickets of Mt. Vernon,
at pre-holiday levels Monday, of
Patron of twelve years
and ran off into the deep side Ind.; three sons, Wayne Pickeh,
a
Pest
tobacco
burley
Kentucky's
as
55, Order
ditch on the north side of the Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa., Don
&ales resumed. The over-all for Vergin Chapter
Pickets of Houston. Texas, and
Star.
Eastern
of
the
road.
per
'.ate average was $73.39
Daniel Pickets of California;
member
of
the
Arnold
is
a
No
one
was
injured,
but
the
hundredweight, an increase of
o sisters, pr. J. E. Wilder of
has
served
as
a
Comreported
to
be
and
was
a
total
PTA
car
78 cents above the closing averlaranapolis, Ind., and Mrs.
Troop
Boy
Scout
loss.
mitteemen
for
age before Christmas.
Frank S. Fuquay of Evansville,
Market 81. He is a member of the UnitThe
federal-state
Ind.: one brother, Carter Pick.
32nd
DeCouncil,
Supreme
ed
News Service said quality of
els of Evansville, Ind.; six
Consistory 92 of Paducah.
offerings was better than last gree
grandchildren.
the
Anof
I
Member
He
is
month's closing sales and there
Funeral services will be held
Egyptian
Arabic
Order,
cient
Wednesday at nine a. m. at Mi.
was a larger proportion of betMystic
Shrine
Nobles of the
Story Hour will be held at Vernon, Ind.. with the Tygart
ter grades on the warehouse
and a member of St. John Bapthe Murray-Calloway County Funeral Home in charge of ar
loots.
Library on Wednesday fro
W Monday's high average was tist Church.
rangements. Rev. Eugene Har
He was one of theprganizers
three to four p.m.
shness will officiate at the serposted at two markets. CynthiJubilee
Murray
former
of
the
.-The
movie
on
making
pupvice there.
,ana and Maysville, both with
Singers and aided in setting up
Smoke, Smoot*, Smesre — It need the Clain Isunary opposite the Murray State Urnpets will be shown, along With
Interment will he Wednesday
$73.98 per hundred pounds.
the
EOC.
for
the
local
board
a color cartoon taken from at two p. m. at the Fort Donel- . versify Library last night. Clothing left In a dryer caught fire and caused the dense a
srtlta
Lexington, which sold 2.9 mil.
Arnold's appointment as DisAmes Thurber's story, "There's son National Military Cemete?y, le fill tire laundry. The smoke dimmed the long string of Ile% if the tipsier paPt
lion pounds, anticipates heavy
picture
placGrand
Master
and
Deputy
trict
the
figure
of
a
firemen
can
be dimly made out at the left. Fire CM*, Flevil
A Unicorn In the Garden".
Dover, Tenn., w:th military servolume of sales all week, while
es him in a position to imp.
All children in the age group vices by a unit (ram Fo r t Robertson Is at the right preparing to use the ventilator to pull smoke from the laundry. Lkother markets outside the cenid Western
county
area
nine
Of Mar through seven are in. Campbell. Rev, Hebert Burchell thi dame's other than smoke damage resulted from the burning clothing.
tral, Kentucky , area expect a
of -Murray will officiate.
Staff Pheke by 010114 hieCstelbsen
Irked to attend.
genera! dectinc-- • • .„.
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Board Of
Taman's Club
Has Luncheon

Mr. & Mrs. Elkins
Observe Their
68th Anniversary

Mr. and Mrs. Hawes
Return To Murray
Florida Trip

Three Cars
Involved In
Collision

Blind Pianist Presented
Here On Wednesday Night

• A/inter Storm
Buffets West

Five Young Men
Killed Near Auburn

Taylor Family Is
Moving To Michigan

Aferage Of
$41.04Is
Reported

Schools Reopen
In County Today

Money Stolen From
Coke Machine

ro-i

•

Col. Mils
Passes Away
In IFTIon*da

1

_

Lutheran Women To
Meet On Thursday

Rev. Stephen Mazak
Attends Conference

Two Alarm Fire
Reported Monday

•••111.

WEATHER REPORT

Loyd B. Arnold Is
Appointed To High
Position In Masons

Car Aicident
Is Reported

^

,
-

Burley Prices Are
Still Holding Firm

Story Hour Planned
Library, Wednesday
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TELEVISIOX SCHEDULf

Information On
Alien Confidential

110111-TV
C-Ti
WO -TV
Cheasel 4
Chaessei a
Cliatiael 5
'rutsoas eVCHIP4G PecnstAllAS

ALMANAC
rA7
ise4
end ilaVi

tweett Ks telf
e moo
Metquarter
passe
Information furnished by an
The morning stare ere Jugig
.
iI 0,4,
iCr
si
0
41/15V:
alien in making his Mutual adWirt
dress report to the Government
•y
CO Jeent Lards Wee
•
_._LALra
Treat
JAMBS GT: WILLIAMS. PUBLIMIZEI
Is confidential.
starsulanw
are
ashinoeseurs
f emegtongthae.
:
eve
ue
lit1awahigime
in
Ng
umbiGeorge
heand
Visl:
en
ne
en
bi
ter
i
ig
dbei
__II Takes • Thief
6-11 all First Undo/
see Slows
Worm How
According to Mr. Thomas M.
O
711.First
On this day in history:
DP Si..
Merrier:
We Palewm the risla to tufa* any Advertising. Letters to the Naise.
Pederson, District Director of
ds, AO Fret
0 moss
Vitincliestor 73.•
or Peelle Wise lima Masi.la our opinion. are not for the and
•
Pine
Movie
N Minurts
the Cleveland, Ohio Immigrat- was elected the first President
•
ihterset of war madam
-SMS. P
itleu Smelt' 0
pti
en m
5.:4
.
10
ion and Naturalization Service of the United States.
NATIONAL RIPIUMNNTATIVIES: WALLACZ WIT11314,00.. 150
office, the information furnishPerry Masse
News,: *5W, Sets.
Joey
mines,
Snow
Mirk:
Tenn.: Time & Life Bldg, New York. N.Y..
ed by aliens in reporting their
JO*, Sisk.
Creaked
-Bldg.. Deareit. Mish.
• -' Joey bistro Slier
astir'
addresses has been declared Prohibit**, damilidall_Misi Con•
_
ha.etetailis.
aninted at the Peet011isec 110deeir. Wiechsereg. Ter Iramminatat
----frileasailiMaillaw arras
stifuldflUll11110,-Ses2et
Seemad Chiss Matter
Thom reports must be sub- Union*.'
WIDNISOar satanic IMOGRAMS
each
mitted during January
In 1917, regular trens-AtlanSUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Cartier In Murex per week Mo. per
ANS
year by all aliens in the Unit- tic telephone service beget bemonth *1.10. In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year. *Mt
Canary Journal
JO ward*
ed States, with few exceptions. tween New York City and LonUWE 1 & 2, $11.00; Mattethere $13.00 AU aervioe subscriptions MAI
teem,
Forms on which to submit the don.
- -The Outstanding Civic Sam of• Ceminunity
Ow
reports are available at any
In 1967, U.S Combat Troops*
lategeity se Me Newapapee
Post Office or office of the mm. in Vietnam entered the Mekong
migration and Naturalisation Rim: Nita for the first tia111.
TUESDAY —JANUARY 7.
Service. "Persons who are unA thought for the day able to pick up a form because French Novelist Andrew )(se10
lmnem
orawww'T semi. tlt° rwomM:low.
o
°
03 ,fl skew
of illness, or other persons, mis said: "Modesty and unseliv
Loin 'sr Life; Mrs*
deviela,
ABOLISHMENT A MUST
11
Starch tar Tomorrow Fame Vas, Shirai A*
may have a relative or friend fishness. these are virtues
•
wabalsosr antalt400m PROGRAMS
SENATOR THURMOND AND 15105 Married a week. Sen.
obtain a card for them.
which men prsiseaitil peas
Strom Thurmond,
COIN. Dream
'
and-his brttle. the former Nancy
-TM-ntsillstunent of the Electoral College and the
The card should be return- by."
As Si. World Twos
Lees Maks • Mal
Moore of Aiken. S.C., stand in the receiving line at a public
ed to one of these offices.
1110111017111'system of electing a president is now clearly
reception held by Thomas F. Jones, president of the UniverParents or guardians of alnerstasiary if the will of the people of the United Sta
sity of south Carolina, and his Wife in Columbia.
iens under fourteen (14) years
In electing a president is to be maintained.
of age submit reports for such
Sze; mars Lirk Stiviere
With congressional approval of the action of a North
children.
requirements
for
minimum
ial
"Yro. mew
Carolina elector in casting his vote for George-Wallace,
Edward Carroll to J. L. Nix
the coverage of emergency serWodest 011422.. Hors
In spite of the fact that the.state's majority of voters
vices, and have been submittCS E node*
and Oka Nix; lot in Panorama
Maogre*
ing bills for such services. Some
Shores Subdivision.
WIDNINDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
intlicatila they preferred Richard Nixon, it now IMOOMMIS
had applied for participation,
Wthr. Sots. NTik
R. L. Morris and Essie MorIrgr
elo
eetiTri mfr.: Soon% Mavericko
vital that legislation be passed which will predict
Hers
but could not meet the regular
ris to Neel Starks and Kathleen
Virolotos
Oak toil
*rides
franchise of the individual voter.
Medicate quality standards or
I
Geed Gins
Porton Piece II
:111
Starks; 13.6 acres on Hopkins
'the tied rights requirements.,
Heretofore, if the majority of a state's voters
Short Road.
•
apply'
not
to
chosen
Some
have
Mason Thomas and Nerene
Herr. Fit
cessier
their vote for a certain' candidate, than custom decreed
Harr. FIvo-0
tares
far full participation_
omas to Alfred -1110111111s; lottoSon :
.
4.A;
; Scent, News
that tbI electors of that state follow.g1dAto insure eleein the 40tath
Meadow LaneSqI_
_
More detailed rulei for de- SoidltWeid,-they account for
Han itthaS candidata.
Per yr Marro
Jon it
l =
Kenneth R. Keel sad Carolyt
Movie:
.
a
hospital
not
cerwhen
ciding
than one per cent of the total
A preeedent was set when the Lrth Carolina elector
Joyce Keel to Tebe Sutter; corr"lierrara rirlearrit rem
ram
..
tified to participate in the Me- claims for hospital services proiection of title to property in Henchose to defy this unwritten law and vote the way he
dicare program can be paid vided to Medicare beneficiaries
Mery Graf* Stow
ry Addition,
personally wanted to.
for care provided in a medical in those two regions of the
Otis Lofton and Maurine Lofemergency have been announc- country.
If we are bound only by tradition and not by law, In
ton to Glen N. Cunningham and
ed by Wilbur J. Cohen, Secrehe
is
said
Cohen
Secretary
this matter of elector's casting their votes, this in efEdna N. Cunningham;property on .
tary of Health, Education, and optimistic that even this small
Old Wadesboro Road.
fect could conceivably disenfranchise fully half the
Welfare.
percentage will be reduced as
Thomas J. Smith and Maurine
A revised regulation, publish- the few remaining noncertified
voters in the land if a goodly number of electors merely
LEDGER•TIMES FITZ
Smith to Robert Doster and Ona
ed in the Federal Register amp- hospitals meet the requirements
got together and decided who they would like to have
Doster; property in Calloway Colifies the earlier guidelines, for full participation in Medifor president. This, without regard to the Mandate
unty.
-Secretary Cohen said, by spell- care.
Rev. Wendell Rone, pastor of the Memorial Baptist ing out the limited circurnstanGlen N. Cunningham to Edna K.
which was laid down for them by the voter.
There has been steady pro- NOT DISCIPLINED --- House
Democrats refused 87-85, to
Cunningham; property in CallowThe aboilahment of the electoral system should be Church, spoke on "The Family Lives Its Religion" at 'tea under which a nonparticip- gress since the start of Mediay County.
the meeting of the Murray High School PTA.
ating hospital will be consider- care, he said, and just since discipline Rep. .5 oh n R.
one of the first orders of businesa for the current sesSmithwood Development CorpMisses Kathleen Gibbs and Carolyn Vaughn, who ed the most accessible hospital January 1. 1968, a number of Rarick, D-La., for h4s :Open
sion of congress.
oration, Inc. to Carolyn A. Allattended the first Ecumenical Conference at the Uni- equipped to furnish the requir- additional hospitals that had support of.,George Wallace
en of Jackson, Tenn., one lot;
Of course congress could retain the electoral system versity of Kansas, Lawrence, have returned home. Near- ed emergency services.
emergency during the fall presidential
submitting
been
In medical emergencies, the claims have been certified for electl0h4CAMpaigh. The vote
Donald Parmly and Shirley Parand merely pan legislation making it mandatory that ly 2200 delegates attended the conference.
Medicare law allows payment full participation in Medicare. was taken at a secret caucus
mly of Collinsville, Ill., three
Cyrus Miller of Hazel was one of eight freshmen
electors follow the guidelines set down by voters.
of Democrats.
for services furnished benefilots; Dennis Combs and Marion
to the accessibPules
as
The
We have labored for many years under the impres- students initiated in the Epsilon Chapter of the Pi ciaries living in areas not serv- ility of a hospital in an emerB. Combs of Milan, Tenn., one
•
lot; Wayne D. Secberry, Winifrsion that it behooved the elector to follow the demand Sigma Eta fraternity of the Gupton-Jones College of ed by a participating hospital. gency limit Medicare reimburseMortuary Science, Nashville, Tenn.
,,For payment to be made, the ment of services furnished by where participating hospitals ed J. Sedberry, Dane W. Ousley
of the majority of the voters of his state. We have been
David McConnell has returned to Davidson College, lionparticipating hospital must
nonparticipating hospital to are available, Medicare can pay and Leona W. Ousley of Indianwrong and It has taken the presunaptous elector from Davidson, N.C., after spending the holidays with his meet certain minimum stand- a
cases where the transport of a for emergency services provid- apolis, bid., rive lots; W. L. BriNorth Carolina to wake us up.
mother, Mrs. Hattie Laura. McConnell and his grand- ards in the law and there must patient to a participating hos- ed in a non-participating hos- dges and Elsie Bridges of Glenebe a true medical emergency. pital would have been medical- pital only on clear. and con- dale Hasightb, 111.,4ive lots,
Tradition Means nothing to some people. We though mother, Mrs. M. D. Holton. v-'Paynient covers only -the period
James Oakley Hall and Elinor
ly inadvisable - where a par- vincing evidence of the medifor years that a third term for president was not in acof the- emergency.
ticipating hospital would have cal or practical neceuity for Jane Hall to Ronald E. Hendon
cordance with the law, until Zresident Roosevelt conOver 6,900 of the Nation's taken longer toll,reach and taking the patient to the non- and Wanda Hendon; lot on Oaks
hospitals, with about 97 per
sidered himself indispensable itnd sought and won
Golf Road,
where the patient's condition participating hospital.
-pent of all hospital beds, have
Payment to a nonparticipatMason Canady and Mildred
third term, and indeed, a fourth.
necessitated immediate admisbeen certified to participate in
ing hospital cannot be made if Canady to John F. Taylor and Doa hospital.
sion
to
It took congressional action to prevent this from
nth. Medicare program. SecreIn rural areas where hospi- the diagnonsis or other evid- rothy Taylor; lot on Highway 121.
tary Cohen said. They have
recurring and now a person is bound by law to only two
tals are likely to be spaced far ence indicates that there was
The hand of the Lord was upon me. -Ezekiel 37:1.
Lakeland, Inc., to Thomas E.
been found to meet both the
time to get the patient to a Tyler and Mary it, Tyler
terms in the White House.
When we are inspired by the Spirit we are lifted be- Quality standards in the Medi- apart, the determination of acof Vine
hospital
approved
for
Medicare
Grove; lot in Panorama Shores.
A complete study of this issue should be made at yond our normal self and enabled to do what at any care law and nondiscrimination cessibility - which hospital is
the nearest - must take ac- and no immediate need to rush
Edward Y. Morgan, Lillian A.
owe and the neseweary laws passed so that the candi- other time would have been beyond our strength.
requirements of Title VI of the
count of the relative distance of him to the nonparticipating Morgan, Charles Caldwell, and
Civil
Rights
Act
of
1964.
The
date tor mhos the lailliwity votes will be named the
participating and, nonpartici- hospital - that the additional Essie Caldwell to Frances Boyd;
Regulations on payment do not
pating hospitals, the transport- time to take the patient to a lot in East Y Manor Subdivision.
priphint.-7fie totCnisaltty should be left open to allow
60
than
be
more
affect
these
hospitals
cannot
anty
ation facilities available, t he participating hospital would not
Veterans
Herman B. Jones and Jewell
seise parses other than the rightful Coe, to•seessal to
About 190 hospitals, minty
per cent of the loan and in no
quality of roads, the availabil- have been hazardous to him and D. Jones to Woodrow J.Janies of
event can it exceed $12,500 CI small hospitals. -are not parti- ity of
(lurid-ions
there
was,a
participating
hosbeds, and other relevant
home loan mortgages may run cipating in Medicare on a regu- factors.
pital equipped to handle the Joliet, Ell.; property on U. S.
Highway 641,
Mr basis. but do meet the specup to 30 years.
emergency
in the area.
In urban and suburban areas
orld
Q - My husband. a
War n veteran, died in
We did wit have any childre
--ne-TENEED mess INTESNATIONAL
My application for a widow's
The '69 Ford LTD is the best-selling car in
pension was denied at that time
its class. Because itoffert you so much
WASHINGTON --- Rep. Hale Boggs, D.-La., calling beaux I had only been marmore than the others.
1 for reform in the United States' 165-year-o/d electoral ried to my husband for three
Takes test drive. Fifteen minuteswill show
college system of electing it president:
years I am now unable to work
4
you what makes Ford so special. A front
"Ws an invitation for anarchy. Every four years we because of a disability. Will
seat area so spacious it's called the Front
this be a consideration if I
p• lay Itmulan roulette in electing our president."
Room. A wheelbase longer than Chevroshould. reapply for a pension?
let's for an extra-smooth ride. The
A - In itself your disability
MITI* Israel - Blithers Sirhan, commenting on
would not be a consideration.
road-holding grip of a track as wide as
- his son, altban atrium, who goes on trial for his life
However, a law passed in 1967
Cadillac. All wrapped up in a car thatls
today in Los Angeles on a charge of murdering Sen. liberalized the five-year maramazingly agile. Ford's turning circle is
,
t Robert F. Kennedy:
riage requirement in effect at
even smaller than Plymouth's.
"I don't braille him. Re was a good boy, a very studi- the time of your husband's
The 1969 LTD was designed to ride quieter
• ous boy."
death Now a widow needs to
than the LTD that was quieter than a Rollshave been married to the vetRoyce. Come in now. Talk it over. Try it
year
before
his
eran
only
one
LONDON - A Western diplomat. explaining the inout. Take it home.
,' advisability of a big power settlement being imposed in death to meet this pension eligibility
requirement.
For
inforthe Middle East situation:
mation and assistance in ret
"It just would not work and may make peace in the
applying for a pension, contact
area more difficult to secure in the long run. It might your nearest VA regional of1969 LTD 2-Door Hardtop
turn Arabs and Israelis merely against their respective fice.
protectors, without settling the quarrel among themQ - I am receiving a pension
selves."
for my nonservice-connected
disabilities. When is the deadNEW YORK-Msgr, Joseph P. Riordan, superintend- line for returning my incase
ent of Roman Catholic schools in the Staten Island dis- questionnaire from the Veter.
trict, giving one possible reason for the suspension of ans Adminisfekt9fi?
A - The deadline is Jan. 13,
three nuns from a school for teaching "Evolution vs.
1969.
Creation":
Q - What is the limit on the
-There's a terrific age gap there. The nuns are young amount of a guaranteed home
and the pastor is literally 75."
loan a veteran can obtain from
a lending institution, -and what
is the maximum length of time
allotted to repay this type of
loan?
mins Mg
A - The VA has no limit on
the amount which may be borDeaths reported today are Mrs. Magalean Williams rowed with a guaranteed loan.
Colley, age 46, Mrs. Ode White, age 96, Mrs. Norma Out- However, there is a limitation
land, age 81, Richard Rodgers, age 88, Mrs. Ludie Sutter, on the amount of the VA guaranty to the lender The guar'age 90, and Mrs. Guy Bean, age 68.
.f
The Curtis Publishing Company has recently announced the appointment of John Mack Carter as editor. in -chief of the American Home magazine.
The New Concord Redbirds are again leading all
I Calloway County round ball squads with a 13-3 season
" ask not what your country can do for you ask whet
:‘ mark overall and a 6-0 posting for intracounty rivalry.
you can do for your coun1011 .0reen, 8-4 forward, chrrently sports the best per
try - Inau5uril Address
game average at New Concord with 15.4 for the 16 games
Jan 20.1961)
Played this season
Murray
Hays,
Route
6,
are
the
Mr. and Mrs Bobby
1.
Buy U S Savings Bonds,
cents of a son. Phillip_ MarcuL born December 30 _at
rnur•ectiorn Shares
e the Murray Hospitat
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'69 Ford.
15 minutes
inside the years
most talkeci about
car.
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k eheilellag the COhligialicret-tbe- Senaregular trens-Atian.
one service began be'.
w York City and Lew

, U.S. Combat Troops*
▪ entered the Mekong
La for the first thee.
ght for the day ,
' mast Andrew Male
_wegodeety and tinselGiese are virtues
MR prim end goes-

Land
transfers

By GARY KALB
lade time the losers habi the
UPI Sports Writer
Adoilph Rupp helped build a Kenos dominated Iowa State
Kansas dynasty as a player and from the opening tipoif in winthen best the **swim to the rdng its 13th pine in 14 starts
1,000-noter7 *Am by coach- this season. The Jaehawits grab1410-04F to * coveted bed a 51-2e halftime lead on
63 per cent ehootIng and intot
Kagnacky become the ant creased the ipreed in the se(allege basketball tam to win cond half as Dave Robisch tal1,000 sumo Midday eight when lied 23 points and Dave Nes&
the seventh-tanked Wildcats netted 18. Bill Oaln paced the
,
a
muted MisnimiPell Skate 91-71 Cyclones with 18 pointa.
yr • Sixth-reed Kann beat Iowa Ninth ranked Manlove held
State 9441 for its 907th tri off a late Bowl* by Niagara's
Calvin
umph.
p99Jiek Kraft
his VW year at the posted his 1506 victory in eight
Kentucky beim, recorded the seasons of coadaing at the
795th win cd his brilliant coach- Pennsylversis school.
Log career that began in 1930. Murphy scored 28 points, in
-Bit Wildcats never have had eluding five in a Ate drive as
-I-Toeing season. The closest Mager closed the score with
tkey cam was 13-13 in 1986- an 11-3 tear that fell five points
short of tying Villanova. HowRupp, who played guard un- ard Porter led the 'Oda with 23
der the great Phog Alien at points, 17 of than in the lirst
Kansas in 1923 eclipsed his old halt
Tien Merril
coach's &llama high of 771
Jerry King's lay
victories on Jan. U, 190g._
with 57
Kentucky hit a torrid 533 per seconds left in a second overcent from the field in helping time period provided Louisville
Rupp celebrate the Wildcat with an 81-80 edge over St
milestone. Dan Ise& led the at- Louis University. Um winning
tack with 36 points and Mike Cardin* trailed 4440 at halfCasey added 36 to the Kentucky time bet Milied
the tie in
total.
Vise am Jake Grease
Futile Basks,
enetaK1141-16116 points filer
Jiat Mestilv-and-Omnek
each scored 19 points as Mate
Notre
s,
4.Ha,
valiantly tried to - prevent Ken- knocked over Fballiem
tucky from reacleing the 1,000. as Bob Aram butted the lens
victory mark. The Wildcats al- with 38 pekes; West Virglnk's
lowed State the first basket of five starters hitTh &able figthe contest and that was the urea to provide the Himmileinmint with a 75-61 win over Wil1
d Mary and Southern
Minds scored a 62-81 upset
over Kentucky Weiteyan, the
No. 1 ranked mall college team.
In other games, Vanderbilt
topped Florida 62.58, Georgia
beat Auburn 7449, Tennessee
(zipper Miesiaidpoi 59-54, Oklahoma topped Missouri 62-58, and
Colorado romped peat Oklahoma State 78-68.

•

Carroll to J. L. Nix
Nix; lot in Panorama
Ibdi vision.
Morris and Essie Morse Starks and Kathleen
1.3.6 acres on Hopkins
Ld.
Thomas and Nerene Thlip
'
Ufred C, Thomas, lot in
Lane SUbalvision.
R. Keel and Carolyh
el to Tebe Sutter; corr. - title to property in Hen-

Mon and Maurine Loten N. Cunningham and
:unningham; property on
sboro Road.
J. Smith and Maurine•
Robert Dos-ter and Om
roperty in Calloway CoCunningham to Edna K.
un; property in Callow-

ood Development Corpnc., to Carolyn A. Allckson, Tenn., one lot;
armly and Shirley Par:ollin.syllie, Ill., three
its Combs and Marion
; of Milan, Tenn., one
e D. Sedberry, Winifrberry, Dane W. Ousley
W. Ousiey of Indian1., five lots; W. L. BriElsie Bridges of Glenna., 111.,41ve lots.
Oakley Hall and Elinor
to Ronald E. Hendon
a Hendon, lot on Oaks

Candy and Mildred
John F. Taylor and Dolor; lot on Highway121.
4, Inc., to Thomas E.
Mary R. Tyler of Vine
I in Panorama Shores.
Y. Morgan, Lillian A.
:barges Caldwell, and
dwell to Frances Boyd;
Y Manor Subdivision.
B. Jones and Jewell
Woodrow J. James of
.; property on U. S.
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Kentucky Is First College
Team To Reach 1000 Mark

-- -on is betimes' RP bar
leet iloo4.°r"
rasing Aare are 'smilers.
ming stars are Segura
I.
day in history:
1, George Waohligt°Tt
ed the ant President
sited Ann
I. Meek* Lenin estee-V4008114kip of the

THE LEDGER

Oddsmakers Murray State Squeaks By
Give Colts Eastern In OVC Thriller
18 Points
By CHARLES E. TAYLOR

MOREHEAD TOPS
APSU; MOVES
INTO NO. 1

FORT LAUDERDALE Fla. UPI
The oddismakers are calling
Sunday's third Super Bowl game
a mismatch, but the coaches don't
agree and on paper Baltimore vs.
New York looks much better than
that.
Baltimore, the National Football League champion, is the 18point favorite, Colt coach Don
By United Press Interiitioaal Shula puts Bo *credence in this,
and it's not worrying the Jett'
Morebiad,1111te routed Austin Weeb Ewbank.
Paay 97.79 Monday night to climb "The odds'dart- bother me a,
into first place in the CtiloValley bit," says Ewbank. "It's all a,
Conference basketball race as matter of execution. If our men
Tennessee Tech handed Western can't manage their men indiviKentucky its first loss, 86-80. dually, then they have an adMorehead got 16 points from vantage. But if we play well,
Jerry Conley and 24 from Larry we have every chance to win."
Green as they handed Austin Peay Says Shull: "I don't pay any,
their second loss in three OVC attention to the spread. We've
games. Howard Wright led the had games when we were favorGoys with 26. Morehead is now ed and didn't win. I remember
those."
3-0 in the OVC.
Statistically, the teams seem
Tech battled back from a four- a good match: New York led the
point 'halftime deficit to drop the American Football League in totHilltoppers. Frank Bartleson led al defense by limiting opponents
the balanced Tech attack with 20 to 240.2 yards per game, and in
points while Jim McDaniels had ruebiag defense with an average
31 for Western Kentucky. Tech is of 85.4 yards per game for rte.
now 2-0 in the OVC and holds the us. The Colts, the NPL leaden
In least points allowed, gave*
No. 2 spot.
Clau e Virden
211.2, Lards_ajame, average_w_
._
rast Tennessee -Slate-Fuji:id shEg and passing, and 95.6 pr...
Harley Swift fired in 28 points to ds rushing.
Offensively, New York netlead the Bucs to a 91-84 vtin over
Middle Tennessee. Willie Brown asith 360.5 yards-295.6 yards pit.
poured in 38 points for the losers ssing and ll4.9 rushing. Baltim0;
to take scoring honors for the re's total offense average was
He'll Work Another Ram Projector
334.3, 205.1 throwing and 129.2
night.
running.
Other Kentucky college cage
But before you forget about
Campbellsville
action saw
down
the oddsmakers, consider that
Berea 8543, Thomas More dethey made Dallas a four-point
molish Steubenville of Ohio 116favorite over Minnesota for last
80, Georgetown lose to Georgia
YDNEY, Australia
Sunday's playoff game in the
NEW YORK CH - The top Southern 73-69 and Kentucky We- Orange Bowl, where the Super "Jack Kramer suggcs.?1
sleyan
drop
its
second
one-point
20 major college basketball
Bowl will be played, and they
yesterday a sort of Grand
NEW YORK WI - The
teams selected by the UPI ecision as Southern Illinois top- called it right on the nose'. DaPrix for open tennis with 12
American
Coaches Rating Board with first ped the Panthers 62-61. Tonight's llas
League
won, 17-13.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
major 'tournaments throughchampion New York Jets and
place votes and season records schedule for Kentucjiy teams has
The big difference the sea- out the world offeqng
RESULTS
the Houston Oilers each placed
Kentucky Southern at Centre, Pirich
In parentheses: Fifth Week:
soned thotball observers see is
11 Mayers on the 33-man East By United Press International
Points keville at Cumberland and Union
bonuses at the end of the
eta ANGELES UPI The Los Team
the
greater,
experience
of
the
East
squad named today to face the
(35) (9-0) 350 at Transylvania.
Angeles Rams are just one, big 1. UCLA
NFL. Ewbank, who coached Ba- season for the best performWest in the annual AFL All- Fairfield 84 Iona 76
2. N. C.
(134) Sig
\
happy
family
again
today.
Head
ltimore
from 1954 through 1962 ances.
Star game .Mn. 19 at Jackieon- Nov Hampshire Coll 112
3. Santa Clara
" (12-0) 201
before moving to the newer leaFranklin Pierce 97 coach George Allen and DanRee- 4. Davidson
POINT TABI.K would
villa. Pia.
(7-1) 190
yes, the owner of the National 5. IllInois
gue and directed the Colts to
Eight of the J.and seven Viltantalta 73 Niagara 68
be kept throwgheavt the .year."
(104) 185
Football League team, made up ` 6. Kansas
JONES SENT DOWN...
the'195849 - NFL championships, the former worth
of tille Oilers min Mimed to the GerieWsweils91
(12-1), 175
champion
Freasklin & Marshall 58 and shook hands Monday during 7. Kentucky
'concedes this difference.
origami Matting jiHelEive and
(7-2) 133
and pro promoter said. "Per"There is no question about
defensive teams sedated by the Aibrigitt 70 Susquehanna 68 a news conference to announce 8. St. Johns N. V. (9-2) 109
haps there would be a 950.000
Allen's rehiring.
10 AFL coaches and the rest
9. Villanova
(7-1) 69 NEW YORK UPI.The New Yo-,common player draft has cut
prize for the winner, 825,000
Reeves
nor
Neither
Allen
went
Midwest
rk
down
Rangers
the
gap.
have
were added by liest coach Web
It used to be the
reassigned for10. New Mex. St.
(114) 60
for second place and so on
Notre Dame 84 Fordham 65
Into an detail about the incidents 11. New Mex.
ly. Lemm of Houston.
(10-3) 31 ward Bob Jones to their Buffalo NFL had all the players. Now
down the line.
which led to Allen's dismissal 12. Notre Dame
Named to the starting team Kama 94 Iowa St. 61
(7•2) 27'farm club in the American Hock- that's not true," said the Jet 's "We might call it the world
Dec. 26 , a move which shocked 13. Purdue
from New York were Joe Ne- Louisville 81 St. Louis U. BO
coach.
(8-3) 18 ey League
cup. Each tournament would
double overtime
the football world and fans in 14. Duquesne
meth, Don Maynard, George
(9-1) 15
have its own individual purses
„Jones, in two games with the
Sauer, Winston Bill, Dave Hei outhern III. 82, Ky. Weedyn 61 Southern California.
15. Columbia
(9-1) 14
hut would count toward the
man, Jim Turner, Jerry Phil- Thdlan St. 04 Wooten; 111. 70
Allen had coached the Rams 16. Louisville
(9-1) 12 Rangers, did not score. He was
grand prize.
bin and Verion Biggs. Lm Omaha - 65 Pitts. Kan. St. 61
for three years and rebuilt the 17. Drake
(10-1) 11 called up to replace injured Bob
"To achieve this we would
ELIMINATION BOUT
then selected Emerson Boozer, Coe 74 Beloit 67
team from a Western Division 18 Tulsa
(10-2 10 Nevin who is expected to be reaneed sponsors, a great deal of
John Elliott and Al Atkinson
patiy into one of the power-hous- 19. tie. Northwestern- (9-1) 9 dy for Thursday night's game
promotion and enlightened
of the Jets for the squad.
tournament management. If
South
(1112) 9 against Philadelphia.
es of the NFL before Reeves de- 19. Detroit
MANILA UPI - Bernabe Vil- such a competition could be
Named from Houston for the Jacksonville 71 Georgia Tech 62 cided to let him go because of a
lacampo of the Philippines will
starting team were Glen Ray Vanderbilt 62 Florida 55
arranged I an3 sure no one
"personality conflict."
fight'European champion Fernan- world boycott any tournaHines, Alvin Reed, Hoyle Gran- Morgan St. 87 Va. St. 84 ot
Allen stepped to the micromeot. They couldn't, afford
ger, George Webster, Garland Morehead St. 97 Austin Peay 79 phone Monday and read aprepardo Atzori of Italy Jan. 18 in
to.•'
Boyette, Miller Farr and Ken West Va. 75 William & Mary 71 ed statement to newsmen.
12-round elimination bout leadHouston. Also selected by Lamm Citadel 102 Wofford 85
ing toward a shot at the world
"From meetings Dan and I
KRAMER,once promotional
from his own team were WA Georgia 74 Auburn 69
flyweight title. The fight will head of the big time tennis
have had the last few days, I feel
ter Suggs, Bobby Maples, Son- Tenn. 59 Mississippi 54
take place in nearby Quezon City. who is now busy with his
we each unintentionally hurt the
ny Bishop and Pat Holmes.
Kentucky 91 Miss. St. 72
own varied interests ig Los
Ana" Allen said. "1 am vary.
Representatives teem Mime
Angeles. 'has emerged as a
Imp, to be returning as Dan's
from
10th
move
Redmen
to
ca's
By STEVE SMILANICH
include quarterback Bob Grime,
key figure in the giant war
co
received
John's
eighth.
9-2
St.
Southwest
to
• UPI Sports Writer
Jim Klick and Karl Noonan.
between pro promoters and
'Except for my family, my
APARACIO UNDER KNIFE
109 points. Villanova, seventh the
Buffalo players are Billy Oklahoma 82 Missouri 58
national associations:
Southwest
sole
interest
Texas
in
the
past
ninth
three
with
78
to
Sam Hou. 63
NEW YORK UPI - Coach Mary previous week, fell
He has conferred with Bob
Shaw, Jim Dunaway, Butch
S.
F.
Austin
94
Texas A&I 73 years has been to the Rams and Sclimidt's timetable for rebuild- 69 points and New Mexico State,
Briner, director of World
Byrd, George Saimes, and Mike
Colorado
78 Oklahoma St. 68 I want to finish the job I started. ing basketball at the University 15th a week ago, grabbed the No.
CHICAGO UPI - Veteran shortchampionship Tennis, Inc.. a
Stratton. John Morris, Houston
I owe it to the players and the of Illinois is well ahead ofsched- 10 spot with 60 points:
stop Luis Aparicio will undergo_ pro troupe backed by Testis
Antwine and Leroy Mitchell of Arkansas St. U. 78 Union 76
New Mex. St. 85 Arizona St. 69 fans loyal to me."
Lamar Hunt. and yonag
The second 10 consistedof New surgery this week for an injury
Boston compete the squad.
ule and the surprise showing by
French officials Philippe ChatLocal football fans had reacted lIlA club has lifted the Fighting Mexico, Notre Dame, Purdue, to the little finger on his rightha-rter and Bah Abdesselam,
sharply to the firing of the man. Mini into fifth place in the weekly Duquesne, Columbia, Louisville, nd.
both ex-Davis ('uppers.
who brought the Rams the Coastal United Press International major Drake, Tulsa, Northwestern and
Aparicio suffered the injury a
The discussion centered on
Division championship in 1967 College ratings.
Detroit. Northwestern and De- few weeks ago but is expected to
the cold war between the pro
itlic1 posted a 10-3-1 mark in 1968.
troit tied for 19th with nine poin- be ready. for the opening of spring
_promoters and national assoGroups were formed to protest Illinois, unbeaten in 10 games ts each.
training.
c', ions.
the dismissal and one even tried this season, climbed from eighth
to raise enough money to purcha- spot the previous week in a gense the club.
eral reshuffling which involved
all teams with the exceptions of
top-ranked UCLA, second-rated
North Carolina and No.6 Kansas.
Kentucky College
Basketball Results
Mighty UCLA, notching an easy
By United Press International
96-64 triumph over Tulane, ran

• AFL Selects
All-Stars For
Jan. 19_Game
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Jack Kramer
SuggesIs Net
Grand Prix

George Allen Rehires

Rams Rehire
Allen As
Head Coach

Kentucky Drops To
Seventh In Poll

The Murray State University
Racers won their ninth game In
bireive diets het night as they
topped the &item Kentucky
Colonels by the score of 711.77.
Murray's huipma lead of the
eight points end the
Racers were in front by four.
35-31, at the half.
Murray led 78-75 with 48 seconds left in the game when
Cheaters Rose sank two free
throws for the Colonels to pull
them within one point of the
Thoroughbreds, 78-77. Eastern
then tried to stall for one last
shot and Rose was fouled again
but be missed the first shot of
a one-plus-one situation.
Claude Virden led the Racers with 20 points followed by
Don Funneman with 18 and
Jimmy Young with 14 points.
Murray State hit 51.7 per cent
on its field goal shots to Ewe.
ern's 50.6 per cent Eastern
held the edge on the backboards
39-37.
The win gave Murray a 1-1
OVC record while Eastern dropped to 0-3 in the conference
and to 4-4 overall.
The Racers next game will be
Saturday night when they play
host to OVC rival Tennessee
Tech.
MURSAII STATE

Virden
Birandett
Johnson
runaernaa
Young
Sarsear
WUree .
Totals .

7
t 4
1
8
I

54
3-3
04
23
2-2
.
11
...... . 0 0-0
31 14-24.

sta
50
111
2
18
14
14
0
7$

fun,,,-. to
Paul
0 0-0
Rose
3 3.3
Woods
S 04 15
Wu/Unit=
4 3-3 to
3 SI 13
Godby
Arnold
1 33 4
Greenfield
2 1-2
Coleman
0 1-1
1
5 0-0 15
Bryant
Totals
22 13-15 77
Halums scorer Murray 35. Eastern
31.
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01.

Illinois Moves Into No.
5 In UPI College Ratings

41.

I try.

;elf
fit.

The Long And The Short Of It

)2-Door Hardtop

Kentucky 91-Miss. State 72
y-Louisville 131-Zt. Louis 80
Morehead 97-Austin Petty 79
Murray 78-Eastern 77
Tenn, Tech 86-Western 80
Campbellsville 85-Berea 83
Ga. Southern 73-Georgetown 69
South. Ill. 62- Ky. Wesleyan 61
T. More 116-Steubenville 80

•

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
-New York Jet George Sane
(83) keeps his hands warm
during unseasonable chilly
weather here. Sauer will need
warm hands to catch Joe Nemeth passes in the Super
Bowl game against Baltimore
Sunday.

its record to 9-0 and the Bruins
once again were a unanimous
choice of the 35-member UPI
Coaches Rating Board for the
No, I position.

North Carolina, regaining its
winning ways after an upset loss
to St. John's held second place with 249 points based on a 10.9-8-16-5-4-3-24 system. Santa Clara,
y-Double overtime
r011ing along with a 12-0 mark
and anxious to get another crack
at UCLA in the Far West Regional
playoffs, received 201 points to
Kentucky High School
move into third place in the raitt
Basketball'Results
tags. The muscular Broncos weBy United Press International re fifth the previous week.

•

SCse-eet for Sauer

-

,•••••••••••••

Burgin 74 - Burnside 65
Danville 80 - Lafayette 72
•

JptionSaie!

RIVALS MAKE UP

•v•

•
•

•

NEW YORK UPI -The Battimore Bullets and Milwaukee Bucks
Dave Newmark (7 feet tall) of the Chicago Bulls pro
have agreed on Feb. '1 as the mabasketball team and Joel Theys(1 feet S Inches tell) take time
ke up date for last Sunday's Natout.te talk eye to eye about Dave's pivot shots during a snack
ional Basketball Association gabreektet one of the Bull's practice sapiens. Joey, 4, is teen
- me which bad to be
Skokb; Ill, while Dave, former Columbie University
The postponement came becauseason.
current
the
rookies
of
one oe the outstanding
Ise of plane problems.

•
.
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111/1Nrr 111111
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Davidson, suffering its initial
loss of the season to St. John's
of New York, slippedlitnw-taird
to fourth. The Wildcats compiled
199 points.

see.

Fifth-ranked Illinois comailed
185 points and Kansas 12-1 'Yield
sixth spot with 175 points. Kentucky, upset by Wisconsin irk a New
Year's Eve game, slippeiloseventh with 133 points.

• 1
BALTIMORE'S COLTS wars herd at work yesterday:- ',r-Wf reenter) preCticecl i-grOirnci Alai. betiding Wit vieferin Roe,* _Raton, Fla., preparing for Siattday's Super _Bowl
Hill (45), who was led by Tom Matte.

St. John's upeet of No.3 Davidson enabled Coach Lou Ceramic-

against the New York Jets. Quarterback Earl
Mask.
•
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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Down the

Jima 783-1517 er 753-4047
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SEUL CAIRN

Tuesday, Mesery
The Womista Soda* rd
asinine florae el the Mind
Vaud Methodist Chunk win
held its emerai meting at the
church at mesa pm.
611.• •••••••• 411111t
.
Se.
411Mil• ••••• \M.1111
The "karat Fireelled Manb
as Amenities MR NM hi the
By Me& W. P. WILLIAMS
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eap•Oelleway County Ilisepitel.
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`The days Mad out before our told which ouss need rich
MI
Mr& rimy Richardeen le4
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Wm.
•
and thealha do eel
•••
•teet. wia•S•, woe hes,
The maks and months where (Maar. They remind
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Moss la the Union Ridge
The Ames Anesbeig Clash
nose have trod,
to pleat, how to do it and PEW
the Climb G. A. organisstima
el the That Baptist Cher&
The mod year, a plaeles gift to keep the bum off.
SO ail 11
Mew Yeent Eve, et their Um
Directly from the head of God." all, I don't know of am WW1 will and with Mae, W.
in Aurwia.
7:311 p.a.
TM' delightful IM of ars 'relearns mail to a endsont OM J. Pittleam at
•••
The special event was • mofrom
the
pm
of
Glace
Nol the fine
well Sainted
therelaugheer -getocquaintee
Murray Astimbly Me. 10 OrSy Abigail Van Buren
Crowell gives a Maim to put ca ta logues of the better
der el the laiMw for Okis
the
new
year, as it mhiumea, to nurseries.
▪ Ac▪ tion group-leader, Sheila
will most at the ileassie Ich
DEAR AIRY My Yoshi* has set cone near me, even
the hest ea poalliaalme k
I think we need to be warned at ems pm. "Wise Minim° for a kiss, shim ley hysterectomy two years ago. My scar
Astigneon. and stuck groan
LI
sot meek thet we am
der. Chain Mama, gam isMetal of so-called bargains from little will be crowned mid allure
kat and and, mut repulsive or ugly.
the water maths towed air known commies. So many of Meted.
temstimg talk& Demi Merges
My husband is the type who gem armed our property
but thet Me Is them "lisrmins" are moods or
•••
"she an activity for the month
dews en the trear-the ern ithgeWIlletty formed We
-Mitlieg
t. Manning—Ts --ea discards from the better places
of Otanber, Sheila
The °whoa 11114 lisibeast
- are in our early fatties. Please pat yew answer. He may
November, and Carolyn Jens&
and as -4 have and often will not survive, or if
reb Wild WM Met at Ike
web by
It
"CUTDOWN"
timed before, the days they do, all always be Mame at seven p.m.
December. Leaden of the
wheat we me shut in by bad misimpen or weak.
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G. k'& Mrs. Jerry Ma and
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eve a wonderful
Mrs. Pat Johnson. also opske
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If a phist k worth spending
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will
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weee eta
Year husband haa a kr mere Reim "imperfection." His
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Present were the following
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G. k's sod their mothers: Mrs.
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Wayne Shwas will brie
For me thing I am always my* begat the fire, let a
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Joe Siris, and Pent; Mrs. Om
at the variety of
in Panaal,f1P7Pla and P through the pregame and lIrs. M. C.
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and Ned offered. Someone saki youreausges. I don't bow of Rills the wership.
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Straiten and Julie; Mrs. R. C.
DEAR AIRY: If anybody writes in and asks you if she
mom delightful-or rewarding
that you con-mt everything trom ayor
Tapp sad Carolyn; Ike Joe
Gregg
II
of
the Pint Akita. Maid marry a widower eke was married to the same woman
whilster
"Alymum to____
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Janes and Cer3lya; Mrs. Char.
be Church CWF'Wage
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lathen Morgan wed Deism
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height, and you can pkii not stand
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NOT MYRTLE
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The Delia Depatasie et Me
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cease front-Auralag. WM Thou Illerrey W's
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Chi
em
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SCAR
NOT:
111-yeer-el
A
You my dam your on
i habil Is set essay baste.. Jest
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at TM p.a.
remember that yew hoillamid Ise% respendlbk far what be
bah the illegmlogen. They tel ellir faitil, M
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- will be
&Me et talphe full sun. We are In They name We
pray. Amass.. Maims dareed ASK Josh
DEAR ABBY: My father is having an affair with a girl
Photo by Val Umbach
Dameey. Be Semi,Ads D.
The marriage of Mies liondra
wile is ad meth Mar Ms I amt. (I am 241 She went to
Lodes, lamb IllOseedt. dad
seam Aim and ifilbern Roo
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Burton wore
work is his office sem alter her divorce. I cannot describe
rnieeeelsisei.
Dowdy was siestatized on Sat- William Rex ABbritten, Puryear, silver accemarie complimenhiry
se e
s and carried
be heartsick I on. I have always adored my father, and
urday, December 11, M four em the sake for the wedding silver gloated
Ile Nape baperlaset 01 he
bouquet.
awe I coil even leek st
o'clock in the afternoon et the of thak daughter Jerry. Ana, to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. LarThe guests, which included
Itermay Wows% Chi will meet
Mrs.
Lectra
Andrus
My nether met souped aeething because she looks
hes
re9Pring Civet Baptist Church, Johnny Lee Biapsost-at
gest
of
Paducah
announce the turned home after • month's at the eta base at 7:111
7:01 We- the families and dose friends,
se unhappy sod worried Mk,be she is proud.
Murray.
il/day, December 31.
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nt of their daughter. visit with her acm-in-law, daugh- Rev. him Naffs= will be tba
were seated by Tim Brannon.
I deal believe my haw weeld-diverce Mother to marry
Rev. Chaise A. Mumbler,
Bro. Genii D. Mind, pastor
cousin of the groom and George Patricia, to U. Michael David ter, and sons, Mr. and Mrs. amber. Iisehmess will be Iles
pastor of the church, perform- Of the PUryser Baptkt
thia woman. She bee mei ehildrem and knowing my father,
Lewis, eon of Mrs. Jessie Lima Don Simmons and sons, Karl dimes Charles Peres; Chaise
Church, Alltritten, brother
ed the doubie ring ceramosy. ofecisted at the
of the bride,
Mercer, Cherie. D. Outlesd. .he's net Mut fa rise a heady at his age. Maybe, too, the
doubts, ring both
of whom lighted the 01 Swiliesis and the late Albert and Kurt, or Springfield, Mis- and
Mks Kathryn C. See* and amemony.
young woman Mewl we* mt "aid" man to take care of,
Phillip TIM&
4
E.
souri.
Lewis.
Doe Timmons were the attend•• •
but she is !Maytag him for all he's worth.
Given in marriage by her candies. Howard Kemp served
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man,
and
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Should I tel my mother? I have the feeling it might help
father, the bride wore a
Weglassisy, January 11
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Nation's First Airport Doomed?
-.7• RSAL ISTATS FOR !ALS
100 x 100 PT. LOT. Phone
4516.

eeds
grist

HOU' WAISTS°

NOTICE

NOW YOU KNOW

IA313 ANGELES(UP I) -

Southern California bicycle
Mmeay, a AN:part time office girl.
NEWLY OPINED
riders are getting a jump on
studio specialising in wedding' General office work &ad sales.
No typing. Reply in writing I. by United Press International the rest of the nation with the
and
For
fine
appertzsiture.
TWO-STORY BRICK ekes
There are 29 cities in West newest item for their wheelsPoinintent cell WW1 STUDIO P. 0. Boo Et-L do Ledger and
town and university, II
Germany with larger PePulb oolored tires.
maw.
Smithisa
T.
Ma
ITC
rooms, 2 beam messed
The brightly colored tiresdone than the capital city oi
D. TTNC
perch. 2 fireplaces, 7534403.
WANTED: .part-time mechanic Bonn, which has a populatior In red, orange, yellow, green
and blue-are built by GoodJant.
a
t BE POPULAR. Learn to play on 6-cinder Chevrolet, straight of 140.500.
year.
the guitar. Cost, $2-00 Per week. tranmaiseion. Age 21 to 40. SteBY. OWNER: &bedroom
Leach's Musk Center. Chestnut ady employment, fringe betehems. Main room,
Street. Phone 753-7575 for fur- fits. Write P. 0. Box 32-L e/o
0 room, GE kitchen, inelndIng
ther informadon.
J-7•C Lodger and Times
pond and dishersaher. Large
College Perk Airport as it looked in 1912.
•
fenced back yard. Upper
FOR RENT 3 ROOM apartment. MAC & ANN'S Truck Stop Cali
131
-111
fl01773r2
The airport is still operating
ties Call for appointment to
WILCOVI
ItaTMOND
gy
1.8-P wants waitress and cook. Phobia
Phone 7834371.
4-Skidded
ACROSS
t3(1111/ 1011111L4
as a private field for about 25
. Central Press Association Correspondent
after 5:00 p. a. and week
402-8147 or 402-8700.
5-Weird
J-16-C
F111/2 CITIOCKIOCIV.:2
COLLEGE PARK, Md.-The nation's oldest airport, where local pilots and, suitably enough,
NICE 8EDRCi0M, furnished.
1-Out of date
783-3123
6-Senior (abbr.)
moon ammo
6-Sadate
College boys or working men, LADY TO LIVE in and help
7-Symbol for
00 000 GEIM vriitivir -Wright trained the country's first fighter pilots, is fight- four helicopters carry out an
&BEDROOM frame house,
tantalum
300 Weedissea, 753.6044. Elect- care for elderly lady. Contact 11-Pertaining to
12Pri MEM uorm, IV= existence threatened by industrial encroachment and experimental air banking servoldies
• Ike, picking up bank recordli
tic beat, completely redeeora ric hest
5-Conjunction
nm PE10 farri PH neighbors complainer of the noise.
1-54 Aline Burton, Puryear, Tenn. 1244aphazard
SAWN( image
The small airport, adjacent to the University of Maryland's and transferring them to cennew carpet throughout.
MOODU GOO nno
•
347-5374.
J-7-C 14-Pootscript
10-Unit of
mono mmm MN
main campus, has been in continuous use since 1907, when early tral computers.
00' a 100', plenty of shade trees
Get rid of pests, they won't
currency
(abbr.)
0000OV0,93 aviation experiments took place there. •
Alf•
• • • ,,,
11-Lanc•
Shown by appointment only leave on their owe. Termites go DENTAL ASSISTANT. Some 15-Soil
unpumumun oir
13-Vfherewithel
On Oct. 8, 1909, Wright began to train. the first Army pilots
Call 753-1836 after 4 p. m. right on eating if you ignore typing required. Write giving 17-Eras•
THE airport now is threat
Immo
16-Athletic
umou
muu
D. Foulois, H. H.
them. Kelly's Pest Control is three references to P. 0. Box 15-Grub letter
group
J-1
moo cm% nmm there. Eventually, they included Benjaminothers
ened with extinction. Many acrei3
who went on
Hap) Arnold,James Doolittle and many
19.71wee-banded
the sneerer. Locally owned and 32-R, c/o Ledger and Times. enfant Programs
have been developed into plants
armadillo
23-A state (abbr.)
important roles in
carve
23 AC= FARM. Six room
to
•
operated for 30 years. We can
and factories and area residents
J-7-C 24-Mountains of
21-Formw
36.Erergreon tree
49-Short jacket
1a new altitude record of 6,450
Anttriciin aviation.
aad stock barn. Phone 753-521 be reached 24 hours a day. If
Russian ruler
have brought suit in an effort to
Europe
37-Solidify
52-Uncooked
Many records were set at the1feet in 1912 and the same year
or 753-6694.
22.kteditarranwan,. 315-Colorless
1.7. Ws a pest call us. Phone 753- WANTED: Secretary now thro- 211-Alleriates
bring the flying and the noise
54-Garden tool
Park Airport. These in- three Army planes made the
vessel
college
ugh
August,
$300
to
$350.00.
44-Indefinite
to a halt.40-Sums
57-Symbol for
25-Qoarre4s
BODY SHOP on one acre o 3914.
first flight by an first mass flight, • to nearby
cluieed
the
Fluency
in
Spanish
- article
tellurium
for
full
sal41-Groning out of
27-Vapid
In an effort, to save the airMember Chember of Comland, 3-bedroom basement,
American woman, Mrs. Ralph Chevy Chase, Md.
SS-Teutonic
ary. Cell Dr. Perr, 762-8280 or 2114lannists
44-Cairn
30-Locations
pprt, the College Park City
• • •
deity
mile out of town. Phonl 753 merce and Builders Association 7534706.
H. VanDemkn, as a passenger,
3131ubstancee
47.Wow
32-Sonds
forth
England'
14-C
34-Tidy
LCP-195.
universst7
6o-Prefii down
IN 1918, the Post Office De- Council has voted to purchasi
with Wright, in 1909, and the
5216 days or 753-8604 after 5
sernetresti"
Kelley's Pest •Control, 100 WANTED: Baby sitter. Respoa- Vesper Assam
first flight by U.S. naval off!- pertinent inaugurated from here the facility, if the 11.860,04
p.m.
5 4
7
• )aØ,.
2
South lath Street Mow 753- slide lady to At for anal Odd. 4L-Talked us
vet's, Lts. George Sweet and , the first regular air, mail serv- sought by the owner can 154
Pod
ice. From 1924 to 1024, Emile raised voluntarily.
FOR SAL&
Frank- -P. Lahni, -also -in -1909.
-14C-11 approximatelrari-i- 11*. 42-1Mbyttentan
11
•••••
The National Aerospace EduHere also occured the first and Hen*ry Berliner conducted
762-4472.
deity
17
OUVER 60 Tractor and 12
16
14
•
CLIFIPORD GULF SERVICE at
firing of a machine gun from :early helicopter experiments cational Memorial Center, P.O.
414-Scorches
disc, plow and trailer, $260.00 5 points offers free with each PART • TIME WORK-Excel- Ml-Short jacket
an airplane, in 1912; the first ,aitcl the world's first controlled Box 1909, College Park, Md.
le
11
Phone 436-5444.
oil change, filter change and lent alumina. Field
phoths taken from an airplane, helicopter flight took place here, 20740 is attempting to obtain
EnterPrises 44-Aritl•
Charles A. Lindbergh stopped the funds to purchase the air,
ubrication (American cars),
1912, and the first series of radio"
nal Corp,.,...ton; WorSt 41114.clare
TS
21
1263 CHEVROLET pick-up V White
messages sent from an airplane, off here in 1927 enroute to New port and establish also a muDover Ironstone dinner- Book / Childeraft representat.. 110-Music: as
automatic, custom cab. radio wear. Value from 99 cents to Ives
written
32
York for his epochal flight to seum and historical center on
hcard up to 1(1 miles away.
needed in some ached ar- 51-Hebrew
month
Good truck, $600.00. Phone
the grounds.
... Here also Lt Hap Arnold net Paris.
$2.90.
First
eas.
come
first
choice.
Write
hilly
to
Mr.
Rey
35
53-Two
of
two
• 3811.
14-N•January 6 thru January 9 on- Shreve; P. 0. Box
726; Mgr- 55-Now
:11
40 It No We Know
36 37
J-8-C field, Kentucky 42066; or tell
36-Tall
FOR SALE OR 'TRADE: 1 ly.
mat.
IPSWITCH, England (UPI)
59-Small dog
247-4618 for Information.
SINGAPORE ‘UPI) -If a
gauge Remington pump, 3-inc
Anyway, that's the way Brit -Conservative M. P. Keith
45
43
44
42
61-Mere recent
NOTICS
lady says no she means maybe, ain's High Commissioner to Stainton saw red
magnum, 30 inch full choke
j-Itc
when ..the 100
62-Dirks
CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS
49
4s
46
if she says maybe she means Singapore, Sir Arthur de la Post Office telephone girls
47
Phone 489-3811.
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY,
yes, but if she says yes she's Mare. explained it to a
M
DOWN
Rotary here asked that ladies' rooms
54
C'
t
5?
51
POODLE - small
KENTUCKY, WILL TAKE NOno lady.
Club luncheon.
in a new extension to their
1-Pounding
bleak MR1116.4111.1111115 weeks old. TICE AS roLLows, TO-WIT: Black Will Head
Conversely,
if
a
diplomat
59
ao
56
building be painted pink ininstrument
says
yes
he
means
maybe,
if
Needs love. OSA. Phone 75$- 1. The planning and Zoning
he
stead of the usual white. Posirladefinae
says maybe he means no, but
62
7426.
A61
article
1-7-C Commission of the city of Mur- Corrections Group
The apple is a member of tal authorities said their re-0
if he says no he's no diplo- the rose family (Rosaceae).
3-Man's
ray, Kentucky, has recommendquest was being considered.
/F carpet beauty doesn't show? ed
T)iatr. by di.it61 Feature f,yndica e, Ire
nickname
to the Common COMDC11 of
FRANKFORT-State Deputy CoClass it right and watch it glow. the city of
Kentucky,
Um Blue Lustre. Rant electric the adoption Murray,
of a new zoning mmissioner of Corrections HarPeanuts*
by Cha*
,s M. Schulz
saaipeoer $1. Welters Auto ordinance which will re-zone
old Black was elected president
the
Skive.
of
the
Central
State
CorreCtions
1-11-C city of Murray. A public hear, u I 1, OP -Ai ..116• ••••••••
•••••••
•`••• woad
WU held by said Commis- Association. for 1969 at its win-. l'EANUTS
RUGS a mess? Clean for lessi ing
woo on the 19th day of Docam. ter meeting in Chicago.
ICE SKATING IS A GOOD
with-Blue Lustre! Rent elec.
;•11)
Black is the recent past presWAY TO MEET GIRLS !
nit shampooer II. Tidwell's ber, 1968, to consider such proident of the KentUcky Council on
posed zoning regulations.
Paint Store.
1. The Common Council will, Crime and Delinquencx_and was
GOOD 38" gas range. Phone at its regular meeting to be a iiisto)ter,,- of titelioard pigiegm
711621114.-`
VP Jan- tar& of. the Central Steles esr.
14-Ne ISNIP on" OE'S3t4
uary, 1969, consider the adop- ectlons Association the past four
GOOD USED practice piano. tion of an ordinance which eon- years.
-‘ Call 753-7646. ,
1-11-C tains all the rules and regulaThe association is composed
..t
"PIANO AND ORGAN SALE-- tions proposed by the Planning of professional correctional offand
Zoning Commission. A icers in the I3-state area.
Bring your truck or trailer.
Fantastic Bareains-Your Com- complete copy of said proposed
I 111
plete Music Store, across from ordinance is on_ record in the
Post Office, Paris, Tenn. Tom office of the clerk of the city
of Murray, Kentucky, and can Original Crusoe
Looardo Piano Co."
H-J4-C there be
examined without coat
NEW YORK tTYPI) - The
by Ernie Bushmiller
Nancy
STANDARD STAPLM. Stock up by any interested citizen.
book "Robinson Crusoe" by
now! Reguar $1.10 fee box of 3. Before the Common Coun- Daniel Defoe is believed to
3000; price now slashed to only cil of the city of Murray, Ken- have been based on the advenTHIS PUTTER
--11 SO cents during • IMMO of Jan- tucky, takes any action toward tures of Alexander Selkirk, a
WHERE
LL MAKE
tisn. Help us deitAlar extent the adoption of said ordinance, Scottish quartermaster who
shock. At your CliKee Amply at its regular meeting on Jan- was marooned alone for flVe ARE YOU
A
FORTUNE
uary 23, 1969 said Council will years on the island of Mas-aOwe the Ledger & Thus.
GOING?
Tierra
off
the
coast
of
FOR
Chile.
ME
hold
a
public
hearing in the
1-25-NC
Council Chambers, CRY Rill, He was later rescued and re.
1987 MONARCH 12' x 58'
at 7 p. m. at which time any turned to England.
er with wall-to-wall carpeting Interested citizen may express
Illsoughout, furnished all elec- himself or herself concerning
tric. Phone 753-7254 or-see at the contents of said proposed
A quality latex paint is the
ist 20, Shady Oaks Trader Pert. ordinance.
best thing for the do - It - your1-30-C
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
selfer painting ordinary walks
113-3-C and ceilings. It is easily applied
FANCY GUPPIES-$2.00 pair
and gives a smoother appear- _yr
or 2 pair for $3.00. mum,
FOR RINT
ance, leaves no lap marks and
14-13
NICE SLEEPING rooms for dries quickly Simple soap and
ALL AND WINTER fabrics bon 1 block from campus. Call water scrubbing cleans it
On -So
U
••••••
•••••••• SOnS hu•••• ,••••• Woe
'POW reduced, woolens, cor- 7534425 or 753-0061 Jan-15-NC
igen, drip drys and permanbrick, one
Ist press. Nesbitt Fabrk shop. TWO-BEDROOM
51ork from college, =furnish141 South. Phone 4024211.
Abbie'
N Slats
3-10-C
j4c ed. Phone 753-2477.
by R. Van Buren
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
51111tVKIS OFPERRO
2 blocks from the University.
EXCUSE ME FOR
THE THRONE IS
•••.
THAT'S RrGHT. SO... HE
YOU MEXN
3-7C
ASKING, MA'M, BUT
i4.2
E W70
AS,
MINE. HE MARRIED N0
TRIED HARDER. THAT'S
FOR YOUR HOME ALTERA- Phone 753-53$3.
THOSE ARE YOUR SUBJECTS,
SORTA
WHY DID YOUR suSern.o
WHEN THE TROUBLE STARTED.
T
TIONS and REPAIRS or RE- NEWLY decorated furnished aME AND THEREFORE
CHARLIE. THEY WORSHIP MO
KING KASHMER
AME THE
MODELING FREE estimates partment. Phone 753-1721 akar.
SMILE AND WAVE, CHARLIE,'
KINIG
BEC
ADORE YOU.
TAKE OFF
YOU?
Call 7534123 or 4354651.
SMILE AND
4:00 p. m.
1-23-C
WAVE
TWO-BEDROOM duplex, eke.:4
NOTICE: Ws repair all makes, tic heat, dishwasher, ge"
vacuum cleaner', boasters, mix- disposal and air conditioner.
ers, irons, beaters, all small Good location. Phone 753-7273.
appliances Ward & Elkins. 400
14-C
Maple.
Jan.-30.0
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
WILL CARE for two elderly
men, room and board. Phone TWO TRUCKS. One 51 Inter7534541.
1-7-C national electrical and one 1950
NOON Chevrolet '(4-ton pick-up. Phone
WILL DO IRONING ht my 753-7248.
.14-C
home. Call 753-2384. Ramonr-7 1
14C 1965 LTD, power and air, oneable.
owner, low mileage. Phone 753J.9.0
4518.
FOR LIAM! ,
•
by Al Capp
FOR LEASE: Commercial build- 1962 CHEVROLET Impels stalee about 2,400 square feet tion waSuOlond rubber, 2 new
ftoor space, paved parking snow bras. Air, power. 327 enMOLD IT,SOY-TH IS Ist.tr A ARAL
V V- A
BRUTE BRAWU NOMA
space Available Feb. 1. Phone gine, autometic transmission.
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7534017.
Phone
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753-2805 or 753-3482.
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IDEEL CY ALL US
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GRAWLINGBUM
TWO-F I STED
8100
MOVIE!:
.
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Cheryl Miller
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And Diamonds By
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Friendly Women
of iamb begins to rise from the
The farther West railroad trackage
pan. Lady the deg tete a wild
to fuel the car-stoves. One stove, over-heated,
LF.XINGTON, Hy. (UPI) —
•
loot is her eye as though she
was stretched across the Plains ia
set the roof afire. Gale winds fanned flames
use W. R. IliertoK Lexington,
1888, Use more formidable the obaticlea
Is
being
Sy MK
bunted
by
that had to be doused with snow.
some un- told police Issee Friday the had
BridgeeCtunnels. "cuts" three* solid rock.
known beast. She rwas faun
After eight hours, a train on another railbilked
in
been
cad THERE IS a tradition -in
ed *400'
engineered with ingenuity end mastic*. reone room to another end seem
way was halted at a crossing a quarter-mile
and six diamonds in a marl- /show biz that child actors, havmoved most of them. There man no ready
away. As passengers struggled there from
not to beer words of
donee same.
ing been shepherded into workmeans at coping— with all 1411111111SFy that
the first train, the second train was buried
meat.
the
Mrs Morton fikd • formal ing when they ought to have
sere* enbig the winter of 1.8041): mew.
In snow, its locomotive frozen. Fortunately
Wald Aigra eansm Mas sehaels
comp/giant against two uniden- been out playing marblars, grow
Meets bilgenris tregtomilly bad en raila beacon improvised and lit was seen by a
beings the tombola, sman if
up to become drug addicts or
tified women, described as
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station agent. The passengers were rescued -Ms Jame. She
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bout 25 years old, whom she drunks who hate their mothers
Sixties Wan typMMal_
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ewe henne*Ng only
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their dreadful, pushy, moneyseven tidbit west ie.
said promised her $6,001/ In
Thera were Matamoros at maias being busied
dl honialt.
l'sraii Sat- rain
"found money" if the would hueigry mothers--and there is
under landslides sent hurtling down by meal:
s Day
some
truth to it. Cheryl Miller
newerdritt esereened a telleideed
Even in the East, where tracks were easier
put up some form of security
Lairik.ehms are good, but they
is an exception to the rule.
As the day wore as, hems were Ws away
to keep open snowstorms oftea maroBled
to show good faith.
are just not worth going thrtrain a. Perhaps
In her complaint, Mrs. Mor- "i started working even beough all that rigamarole with
some readers of
ton told police • woman ap- fore the cradle." she says with
Lady. We don't know what it
this series had
proached her on the street and a smile "Movie scouts who
Is about lamb chops that brings
needed a quiet baby in the-Gary
such an experience
directions to • local ofasked
on this wildness but alter goCooper film 'Casanova Brown'
Effective s n o wfice. She said as she gave di- found me in St. John's
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rections,a second worsen ap- tal, in Sherman Oaks, Cantwe find it easier' to lust forget
be developed until
proached carrying a briefcase ors() I guess as an infant and
Iamb chop
the Eighties.
and told Mrs. Morton and the small child I was in more than
CLARA
George Benett, blind pianist other woman it contained a a hundred films.
KENNAIRD
"large sum of money."
"With this difference. my
who will be presented here
lo-1 Treks waylaid
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Wednesday by the Kentucky
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